In this paper, we present a new Photothermal Deflection Technique (PTD) to determine thermal properties of bulk doped or undoped semiconductor such as GaAs, GaSb, InAs, etc. The method proposed here consists in covering the sample with a thin graphite layer in order to increase the photothermal signal and to ovoid any reflection on the sample surface. This method deals with the analysis of the logarithm of amplitude and phase variation of the photothermal signal versus square root modulation frequency where the sample placed in air is heated by a modulated light beam coming from a halogen lamp. So the best coincidence between experimental curves and corresponding theoretical ones gives simultaneously the best values of thermal conductivity and thermal diffusivity of the sample. These obtained values are in good agreement with those found in literature. The advantage of applying this method in this way lies in its simplicity and its sensibility to both thermal conductivity and thermal diffusivity.
Introduction
Thermo-physical properties of materials play a key role in the development of the heat transfer processes. Since twenty years, Photothermal Deflection Technique (PTD) or the so-called "Mirage Effect" [1] [2] [3] has becomes one of the most important tools for the study of thermal properties of several materials with various detection methods. The most used technique [4, 5] consists to heat the sample by a modulated laser pump beam and to draw the experimental in phase signal versus the distance x between the pump beam and the probe beam axis at a fixed modulation frequency . The obtained curves cut the x axis in two points distant from d. The linear curve d = f (  1 ) whose slope depends on the thermal diffusivity will allow determining it. Certain authors used a spectroscopic method based on the "Mirage Effect" detection to determine thermal diffusivity of bulk semiconductor [6] [7] [8] and thermal conductivity of thin semiconductor layers [9, 10] . In a previous work [11] , we have described a simple and cheap method applied to bulk semi-conductor using the PTD way in its transverse configuration which consists in heating uniformly the semiconductor sample with a modulated light pump beam coming from a halogen lamp instead of a laser beam and we have shown its great sensitivity in determining thermal diffusivity of bulk semiconductor samples although its insensitivity to thermal conductivity. However, this method cannot be used for some bulk semiconductor; in fact for certain semiconductor samples the photothermal signal is very low due to certainly to their high reflectivity. So to avoid this problem we propose in this work to cover the semiconductor sample with a thin graphite layer and that by applying the same method described previously.
Principle of the Photothermal Deflection Technique
In the transverse PTD scheme, a laser probe beam skimming the sample surface probes the thermally induced optical refractive index gradient from the sample surface to the surrounding medium, resulting in the deflection of the probe beam. This refractive index gradient which is induced by the temperature gradient is generated by a periodic heating of the sample surface with a modulated light beam. So, the PTD Technique deals with the analysis of the probe beam deflection which is function of sample's thermal properties.
Theoretical Model and Experimental Set-up
The theoretical model and the experimental set-up are described in detail in [12] .
Experimental Results
In a previous theoretical study [12] we have shown that the graphite layer deposed on the sample must be thermally thin ( c << h) to enable the thermal wave to reach the sample. In order to determine the thermal properties of the sample with higher sensitivity in a frequency range between 10 and 250 Hz, the thickness of the layer must be between 2 m and 5 m.
Here, our thermal study consists in drawing the logarithm of the amplitude and phase of the photothermal signal variations versus square root modulation frequency. The best coincidence between experimental and theoretical curves is obtained for well known values of thermal properties. To estimate our experimental set-up's sensitivity compared to the sample thermal properties variations, we have plotted in Fig. 1a and 1b respectively the theoretical logarithm of amplitude and phase variations for different couples (K s , D s ) of an undoped GaSb sample. We notice from these curves that the logarithm of amplitude and phase are very sensitive to both thermal conductivity K s and thermal diffusivity D s variations which shows the advantage of this method. 
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We notice also that the phase maximum is only sensitive to the thermal diffusivity and moves towards high frequencies when the thermal diffusivity increases. Then the best value of thermal diffusivity is obtained when the theoretical phase maximum coincide with the corresponding experimental one. The theoretical curves which fit best the experimental ones are obtained for the couple (K s = 35.2 W.m -1 .K -1 , D s = 2.1×10 -5 m 2 .s -1 ). Now in order to verify that the couple (K s , D s ) which we have found is unique, we have plotted respectively in Fig. 2a and 2b the logarithm of the amplitude and the phase versus square root modulation frequency for two fixed values of z 0 . The coincidence between the theoretical curves and the experimental ones is obtained for the same and well known couple (K s, D s ) which proves its uniqueness.
A similar study was made for the GaSb Te-doped , GaSb Zn-doped, undoped InAs, GaAs chrome doped, GaAs Zn-doped, GaAs Carbone doped and GaAs Silicon doped samples respectively represented on Fig. 2, Fig. 3, Fig. 4, Fig. 5, Fig. 6, Fig. 7, Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 . The obtained thermal diffusivity and thermal conductivity values for each of them are reported in Table 1 . 
Conclusion
In this work we have shown that we can determine both thermal conductivity and thermal diffusivity of bulk semiconductor samples by using a non destructive technique simple to develop and cheap based on the photothermal deflection technique. So by deposing a thin graphite layer on the semiconductor sample and through the measurement of the probe beam deflection due to its absorption, the thermal properties of the sample were been easily carried out and found to be in good agreement with the literature values.
